**Syria Crisis: CARE’s response in Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt**

June 2012 through March 2014

**EMERGENCY CASH ASSISTANCE IN JORDAN**

CARE PROVIDES EMERGENCY CASH ASSISTANCE FOR REFUGEES SO THEY CAN PAY FOR BASIC LIVING COSTS. MOST REFUGEES USE THIS SUPPORT TO PAY FOR RENT (50%), MEDICATION (26%) AND FOOD (17%).

- CARE reached more than 55,000 people, and more than 7,000 Jordanians through the distribution of emergency cash
- CARE distributed more than US$ 2,700,000 in cash
- The typical amount of payment per family is US$ 180
- The maximum amount of emergency cash assistance available for most vulnerable cases is US$ 550

**SUPPORT DURING WINTER IN JORDAN AND LEBANON**

DURING WINTER, CARE HELPED FAMILIES TO PREPARE FOR AND COPE WITH THE COLD WEATHER, DISTRIBUTING CASH, HEATERS, FUEL VOUCHERS, BLANKETS AND FLOOR MATS.

Number of households receiving cash assistance for winter items: 8,000 Syrian households and more than 500 Jordanian households.

- Number of blankets distributed: around 19,000
- Floor mats: more than 1,800
- Heaters: around 2,200
- Amount of cash distributed for fuel and heaters in Lebanon: US$ 1,476,520

**CASH ASSISTANCE FOR FOOD SECURITY IN LEBANON**

EACH FAMILY OR INDIVIDUAL RECEIVED US$ 27.

- Number of individuals receiving food assistance: 467
- Amount of cash distributed to families to buy food supplies: US$ 24,907

**INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND CASE MANAGEMENT IN JORDAN AND LEBANON**

CARE ASSISTS WITH VITAL INFORMATION ON HOW REFUGEES CAN ACCESS FURTHER HEALTH, LEGAL AND SOCIAL SUPPORT.

- Number of information sessions held: more than 600
- Number of people reached with information: more than 20,000
- Number of organisations CARE refers refugees to: more than 15

**FACTSHEET**

- cash assistance
- food security
- sanitation assistance
- safe water
- psychosocial support
- support during winter
- volunteers
- information
- human resources
- host communities
- sexual and gender based violence

CARE HAS REACHED MORE THAN 290,000 PEOPLE AFFECTED BY THE SYRIA CRISIS IN JORDAN, LEBANON AND EGYPT.
PSYCHOSOCIAL PROGRAM IN JORDAN

CARE PROVIDES PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSISTANCE TO WOMEN, MEN AND CHILDREN HELPING THEM TO COPE WITH THEIR EXPERIENCE OF VIOLENCE, FLIGHT AND LOSS OF FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

- Number of “Safe Spaces”/psychosocial centres: 4
- Women participating in psychosocial training: more than 1,000 Syrians and more than 150 Jordanians
- Men participating in psychosocial training: more than 500 Syrians and 50 Jordanians
- Children participating in psychosocial training: more than 1,000 Syrian and more than 150 Jordanian children

WATER AND SANITATION IN LEBANON

CARE LEBANON REPAIRS WATER AND SANITATION INFRASTRUCTURES, PROVIDE HEALTH EDUCATION SESSIONS, WORKS WITH MUNICIPALITIES TO IMPROVE WATER SUPPLIES AND SANITATION INFRASTRUCTURES FOR REFUGEES AS WELL AS FOR HOST COMMUNITIES.

- Informal camps CARE works in: 2
- Latrines constructed: more than 20
- Number of tanks installed: more than 100
- Hygiene promotion sessions held: more than 180
- Hygiene kits distributed: more than 5,200
- Baby kits distributed: more than 2,000

VOLUNTEERS AND PARTNERSHIPS WITH LOCAL ORGANISATIONS IN JORDAN AND LEBANON

SYRIAN VOLUNTEERS, WHO ARE REFUGEES THEMSELVES, ARE AN INTEGRAL PART OF CARE’S SYRIA RESPONSE. ALONGSIDE JORDANIAN AND LEBANESE VOLUNTEERS, THEY ASSIST IN ORGANISING AND PREPARING DISTRIBUTIONS OF RELIEF ITEMS.

- Syrian volunteers who supported or still support CARE’s urban centres in Jordan and CARE’s partner organisations in Jordan and Lebanon: 105
- Jordanian volunteers: 52
- Lebanese volunteers: 12
- Palestinian volunteers: 1
- Number of local organisations CARE works with for the Syria Response in Jordan & Lebanon: 5

HOST COMMUNITIES IN JORDAN AND LEBANON

HOST COMMUNITIES IN JORDAN AND LEBANON HAVE ALSO BEEN SEVERELY IMPACTED BY INCREASED ACCOMMODATION AND LIVING COSTS. CARE WORKS WITH MOST VULNERABLE HOST FAMILIES TO ADDRESS THEIR NEEDS.

- Number of people from host communities in Jordan and Lebanon who CARE supported in the Syria Refugee Response Program: more than 16,500 people
- Number of municipalities CARE works with: more than 10

PROTECTION FROM SEXUAL AND GENDER BASED VIOLENCE IN EGYPT

CARE EGYPT HAS STARTED RAISING AWARENESS AMONG THE REFUGEES ABOUT SEXUAL EXPLOITATION AND OTHER FORMS OF GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE TO PROTECT THEM FROM ANY FORM OF ABUSE.

- Number of Syrian refugees who have received individual psychological counselling, attended psychosocial groups and events so far: more than 751

HUMAN RESOURCES IN JORDAN, LEBANON AND EGYPT

- Total staff before the Syria Crisis: 111 local / 3 international
- Total current staff: 197 local / 5 international

www.care-international.org